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Wovite for the past 13 years has been the national
supervisor for new immigrant at-risk youth at the
Ministry of Education, a field she loves and in which
she is dedicated to making a difference. In addition,
she teaches one day a week at the David Yellin College
of Education; is a mentor to two talented Ethiopian
students through the organization “Olim BeYahad”;
and volunteers on the Parents’ Patrol in her hometown
of Nes Ziona. She is married to Yossi, an educator, who
also arrived in Israel on Operation Moses and they have
two daughters, Linoy (12) and Tehila (8.5).

Throughout the years that Prof. Horenczyk worked with
Wovite, he was deeply impressed by her willingness
and motivation to study and develop further, as well as
her strong commitment to education, in general, and
the education of youth from the Ethiopian community,
in particular – through research and work in the field.
Wovite’s research reflects her many years in the field.
She feels that the courses at The School of Education,
so varied in scope, gave her an interesting perspective
on her work in the field and taught her how to be both
creative and critical. In addition, Melton’s work with a
wide range of communities around the Jewish world
provides a unique way of dealing with different cultures
and has provided Wovite with new ideas and tools.

In 2013 Wovite was the recipient of the Matanel Prize
for Education awarded by the Van Leer Institute. Her
dream is to continue to strengthen the connection
between academia and the field, to continue to carry
out research and develop in her career and to make
a difference in the education system to ensure equal
opportunities for all and that the voice of the weak is
heard. At Melton, we all look forward to hearing about
the next stages of Wovite’s amazing journey.

Obviously our discussion led to the situation of Ethiopian
Olim in Israel today and their recent demonstrations
against discrimination. Naturally, Wovite has strong
feelings about the issues at hand, both individually and
for the community as a whole. She has no doubt that
changes in the situation in the country have to come
from the top down, as well as through education from
an early age.

For Teachers with Love:
Launch of Dr. Ora Zohar’s Book
Israel Sykes

Dr. Ora Zohar

On March 15 the Melton Centre, together with the School of Education at Hebrew University, held a launch for Dr.
Ora Zohar's recent book: For Teachers with Love – Helping Educators become Significant.
Between 1977 and 2005 Ora served on the faculty of the School of Education, where she founded and directed the
Center for Staff Development and the Principal’s Center. During these years, as described in the book itself and
during the event by former Melton director Alan Hoffmann and current director Prof. Jonathan Cohen, staff at the
Center brought their unique approach to professional development to many Jewish schools across the globe that
were adopting Melton's new Jewish Studies curricula. These included schools in England, Australia, South Africa,
the United States, Canada, Mexico and Hungary.
During the evening, participants were reminded of Ora's uniquely engaging style in her introductory remarks. Prof.
Moshe Tatar, director of the School of Education, and Dr. Michael Gillis, director of Teacher Certification programs,
praised the book, its significance and its ongoing relevance. In addition, former students and colleagues spoke
lovingly of the profound impact that Ora's work had upon them as educators.
All in all, the book launch was a moving and well-deserved tribute to the immense value and impact of Dr. Ora
Zohar's life's work. For Teachers with Love is already becoming a valued resource in Jewish schools and in teacher
training programs, enabling new generations to benefit from the enduring significance of Ora's practice wisdom.
Click here to go to the book site on Amazon
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